Vibrational dynamics of excited electronic states of molecular iodine.
Femtosecond degenerate four-wave-mixing spectroscopy following an initial pump laser pulse was used to observe the wave packet dynamics in excited electronic states of gas phase iodine. The focus of the investigation was on the ion pair states belonging to the first tier dissociating into the two ions I-(1S) + I+(3P2). By a proper choice of the wavelengths of the initial pump and degenerate four-wave-mixing pulses, we were able to observe the vibrational dynamics of the B (3)Pi(u) (+) state of molecular iodine as well as the ion pair states accessible from there by a one-photon transition. The method proves to be a valuable tool for exploring higher lying states that cannot be directly accessed from the ground state due to selection rule exclusion or unfavorable Franck-Condon overlap.